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Abstract: Since the time when the first patented radar was used as a simple ship detection device to help
avoid collisions in fog, the applications became numerous and the system concepts have been adapted to the
available technologies. Common applications are speed control, air traffic control, airborne and space borne
missions, military applications and remote sensing. Research for medical radar applications is well progressing
and applications in automobile for safe and autonomous driving are also increasing. Nowadays, Radar sensors
are omnipresent and can be found in many situations of everyday life. Consequently, advanced radar
technologies are needed to face the problem of complex environments, with changing electromagnetic
properties of targets, for different frequencies, polarimetric modes and configurations. Many of the upcoming
sectors of technology growth, such as autonomous vehicles, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) and various
commercial/civilian applications, rely upon solid-state radar and new methods of fabrication and
programming. Such examples are GaN power transistors, low noise amplifiers (LNA) and active electronically
steered array (AESA) antennas. Researchers are also developing sophisticated techniques that leverage
sparsely populated arrays that are combined to form larger virtual arrays using multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) technology. At Universiti Pertahanan Nasional Malaysia (UPNM), several researchers are engaging
on some works related to Radar. The topics include PRI classification for ELINT, Interception and signal analysis
of S band radar, Aircraft monitoring system based on secondary radar, Plasma antenna for RCS reduction,
anti-radar coating, reflected Doppler spectrum characteristic of helicopter, helicopter flight path with
minimisation to radar exposure and buried material classification and identification using GPR signal.
. Kindly register at (first come first serve):
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdJTIwJgqkufOsmDZkPywQJ0jPRjvur9fxEOtvr244JhaklWg/viewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1
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